SIGSL SC 10th April 2016 Alastair Henderson
Baby Puppy Dog
(Class 1, 3 entries)
2:

Heathcote Noble Prince
ACARYA QUORTDA FAKIR

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN

4 months. Medium strong puppy of good type, good head which could be a little stronger and
underjaw, level withers, good top and underline, good angulations of both fore and hindquarter,
overall would like to see him stronger overall, has a good sequence of steps coming and going,
during movement shows good reach and drive which should overall be more powerful.
1:

Tiergarten Nothin bt Trouble
SHERNAA PAKROS HIT (IMP UK TO AUS)

Promising
ACARYA QUICK-FAKIR

5 months. Medium strength, good substance and type, good strength of the head where the underjaw
needs to develop further, quite large ears for his age, has a good top and underline, good fore and
pronounced hindquarter angulation which will hopefully he will grow into as he gets older, good
overall firmness, during movement he steps close behind where the hocks are loose, in side gait he
shows good drive and reach with good overall firmness.

Junior Dog
1:

Veneze Ricardo (Imp UK)
WILLAS VOM GRAFENBRUNN

Very Good Select
LILY VON HAUS TRENDY

1 year 6 months. Well above medium size, medium strong, masculine male of slightly stretched
proportions and very good type, strong masculine head with good expression, good eye colour, good
length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline with a well angled but short croup with very well laid but
slightly short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of thigh, very good
fore and underchest development for his age, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows could
be tighter, during movement displays a very powerful drive with very good reach, maintaining very
good firmness.
2:

Aktahund Here We Go Again
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE

Very Good
AKTAHUND KERFUFFLE

1 year 4 month. Well above medium size, medium strong, masculine male of very good type, strong
masculine head where the eye could be darker, good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline,
the croup could be better angled, has a well angled but short upper arm, very good hindquarter
angulation, very good breadth of thigh, good fore and good underchest for his age, presented in very
good condition, stands correct in front, steps correct going, elbows could be tighter, during movement
displays very good drive and good reach with very good overall firmness.
3:

Hundmeister Iron Man
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

1 year 11 months. Large, medium strong masculine male of overall very good type and proportions,
strong masculine head, the planes of the skull and muzzle could be more balanced, strong ears, good
length of neck, high withers, firm back, straight back, the croup could be longer and better angled,
slightly short slightly steep upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest
development for his age, stands correct in front, shows a good sequence of steps coming and going,
during movement displays very good drive and good reach with very good overall firmness.
4:

Amberg Xanto (Imp Aus)
URY VON ZISAWINKEL (IMP GER)

Good
AMBERG LUCY LOO

1 year 3 months. Stands on the upper limit of size, medium strong masculine male of overall very
good type who should present himself with overall more confidence during the measurement and
teeth examination, strong masculine head with good eye colour, good length of neck, level withers,
firm clean topline. the croup could be longer and better angled, has slightly short and steep upper arm
with a slightly steep shoulder blade with pronounced hindquarter angulation with still good fore and
very good underchest development, should not become any deeper in hindquarter angulation, could
stand more correct in front with slightly long flat feet, steps close going, elbows should be tighter,
during movement displays good drive and reach where overall the rear angulation should be more
correct, shows good firmness.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Siegerheims Quincy Jones (Imp Aust)

Excellent
ZANDRAC MYSTERIOUS WAYS

HATTO VON HUHNEGRAB (IMP GER)

2 years 4 months. Just above medium size, medium strong, well balanced male of overall very good
type and good proportions has good strength and formation of the head with good eye colour, good
length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, well angled but slightly short croup with very well laid
upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of thigh, very good fore and very
good underchest development for his age, stands correct in front, shows a correct sequence of steps
coming and going with good hock firmness where the elbows should be tighter, during movement
displays powerful drive and very good reach, maintaining overall very good topline and firmness.
2:

Unfehlbar Yago

Very Good
AMBERG YESSICA

CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

2 years 6 months. Medium size, medium strong male of overall very good type, strong masculine
head, good eye colour, good length of neck, level withers, firm clean topline, the croup could be
longer and better angled, has short but well angled upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation
with very good breadth of thigh, still needs development in the forechest with slightly short underchest
development, stands correct in front, shows a good sequence of steps both coming and going where
the elbows could be tighter, during movement displays good reach and drive which should overall be
more powerful and the withers should remain higher.

New Zealand Bred Dog
1:

Ch Acarya Quite a Fakir

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

4 years 8 months. Large, strong masculine male of slightly stretched proportions, very good type,
strong masculine head with good eye colour and good expression, good length of neck, high withers,
firm topline with a well angled but slightly short croup, well angled but slightly short upper arm with
very good hindquarter angulation and good breadth of thigh, very good fore and underchest
development, ideally he should not become any deeper, stands correct in front, steps close going,
elbows could still be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and reach presenting good
overall firmness, could probably be presented in better coat condition

Open Dog
1:

Boldova of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

2 years 11 months. Stands on the upper limit of size, medium strong, masculine expressive male of
very good type, very good proportions, strong masculine well formed head, very good expression,
good eye colour, good masking, good length of neck, high withers, firm topline, croup is quite well laid
but could be longer, has a well angled upper arm with very good hind angulation with very good
breadth of thigh, good fore and very good hindquarter angulations for his age, shown slightly out of
coat but still maintains very good condition, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows are
good, during movement displays powerful drive with very good reach with good overall firmness.
2:

Brojan Ultimately Elvis
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

3 years 3 months. Well above medium size, masculine male, very good expression, colour and type,
has a strong masculine head with good expression, good eye colour, good length of neck, high
withers, firm clean topline with a well angled but slightly short croup, well angled but slightly short
upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh, good fore and underchest
development for his age, stands correct in front, steps slightly cow hocked behind, elbows should be
tighter, during movement displays powerful drive with very good reach maintaining overall very good
firmness, presented in very good condition.
3:

NZ Ch Mac von der Noriswand (Imp Ger)
BOOMER VOM POLARSTERN

Excellent
WINONA VON DER NORISWAND

5 years 3 months. Large, strong, masculine, expressive male of good proportions, very good type,
strong well formed masculine head, very good expression, good eye colour, dark mask, good withers,
firm clean topline, well angled but slightly short croup, well angled but short upper arm with very good

hind angulation with very good breadth of thigh, good fore and under chest development for his age,
stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows should be tighter, during movement displays very
good drive and good reach which should be more pronounced, good firmness for his age.
4:

Aktahund Take Manhatton
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

3 years 8 months. Large, medium strong masculine male of overall very good type and substance,
black should be more pronounced, strong masculine head where the planes of the skull and muzzle
could be more balanced, good dark mask, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, croup
could be a little longer and better angled, well angled but short upper arm, very good hindquarter
angulation, good fore and underchest development for his age, stands correct in front, steps close
going, elbows need to be tighter, during movement shows very good drive where the reach should be
more pronounced with good overall firmness.
5:

Acarya Quortda Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

4 years 8 months. Large, medium strong masculine male, very good proportions and type, strong
masculine head with good dark mask where the eye could be a fraction darker, good length of neck,
high withers, firm clean topline, croup could be a little longer and better angled well angled but short
upper arm with very good hind angulation where ideally the lower thigh could be a little shorter, very
good fore and underchest development for his age, stands correct in front, steps slightly cowhocked
going, elbows could be tighter, during movement displays very good drive with good reach where the
back could remain more level.

Baby Puppy Bitch
1:

LaRycia Kiwi-Dream
KEYBEAU BATTERIES NOT INCL'D

Very Promising
LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

4 months. Good strength, substance and type, strong feminine head, good dark masking, good
withers, good top and underline, croup is of good angle, well angled but short upper arm with very
good hind angulation where the lower thigh should not become any longer, stands correct in front,
steps cow hocked behind, during movement displays very good drive and good reach with a good
overall outline for her age.
2:

Stykadhen Bewitched
CH BROJAN ULTIMATE STORM

Very Promising
DEUXIEME JOLLY PEARL

4 months. Just medium strong, feminine bitch of overall very good type, shows a good feminine head
which could be a little bit stronger, good withers, firm top and underline, croup could be a little longer
and better angled, she has a well angled but short upper arm, very good hind angulation where the
lower thigh should not become any longer, stands correct in front, steps cow hocked behind, during
movement displays very good drive where the reach should be more pronounced.
3:

Heathcote Night Star
ACARYA QUORTDA FAKIR

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN

4 months. Medium strong feminine bitch of overall very good type, god feminine head where the
planes of the skull and muzzle should be more balanced, good wither, good topline where the croup
could be longer, the upper arm is well angled, very good hind angulation where the lower thigh should
not be any longer, pasterns need to be firmer, stands correct in front, steps slightly cow hocked
behind, elbows are quite open for her age, during movement displays very good drive where the
reach should be freer and the pasterns should remain firmer.

Puppy Bitch
1:

Reichund U-Lookin At Me
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA

Very Promising
ALONDRA OF TAIMANA

6 months. Medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch of very good type and construction, strong
feminine head where the ears are still to firm, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, the
croup could be a little longer and better angled, well angled but slightly short upper arm with very
good hindquarter angulation where ideally the lower thigh should not become any longer, very good
fore and underchest development for her age, shown in very good condition, standing correct in front,
steps cowhocked behind, elbows could be tighter, during movement displays very powerful drive with

good reach and overall good firmness.
2:

Albara Gran Marnier
HAYO AUS AGRIGENTO (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
AKTAHUND TAKE THAT

9 months. Medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch of overall very good type and good
construction, good feminine head where the planes of the skull could be more balanced and the eye a
little darker, good length of neck, firm withers, clean topline, the croup is quite well laid but could be
longer, well angled but slightly short upper arm with good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of
thigh, good fore and very good underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, shows a
good sequence of steps coming and going where the elbows need to tighten, during movement she
displays very good drive and good reach with good overall firmness.
3:

Aktahund Untold Story
HAYO AUS AGRIGENTO (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
AKTAHUND TAKE THAT

9 months. Above medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch of good proportions and very good
type, good formation of the head, with good dark mask where the eye should be darker and the skull
a little broader, level withers, good top and underline, the croup is quite well laid, well angled upper
arm with very good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh, good forechest development, stands
correct in front, steps cowhocked going, elbows need to firm, during movement displays good reach
and drive which could overall be more pronounced.

Junior Bitch
1:

Hundmeister Its All About Me
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good Select
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

1 year 10 months. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of very good type and good proportions, well
formed feminine head, good strength when viewed both from the front and the side, good strength of
ear carriage, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, the croup is quite well laid but could
be a little longer, well angled but slightly short upper arm, very good hind angulation with very good
breadth of thigh, good fore and very good underchest development for her age, shown in very good
condtion, standing correct in front, steps close going, elbows could be tighter, during movement
displays very good drive and good reach with overall very good firmness.
2:

Aktahund Here's to the Judge
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE

Very Good Select
AKTAHUND KERFUFFLE

1 year 4 months. Well above medium size, medium strong, bitch of good proportions and very good
type shown slightly out of coat, strong feminine head where the eye could be a little darker and the
ears a little higher set, good length of neck, high withers, very good top and underline, the croup could
be a little bit longer and better angled, well laid but slightly short upper arm with very good hind
angulation with good breadth of thigh, good forechest development, stands correct in front, steps
good from the rear, elbows could be a little tighter, during movement displays very good drive and
good reach with overall very good firmness.
3:

Reichund Smarty Pants
BOLDOVA OF TAIMANA

Very Good Select
REICHUND DIDYADOIT

1 year 3 months. Above medium size, medium strong, very well constructed bitch of very good type
and good substance, strong feminine head with good eye colour and good dark mask, good length of
neck, high withers, firm clean topline, well angled but slightly short croup, well angled upper arm, very
good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of thigh, very good fore and underchest development
for her age, shown in very good condition, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going,
during movement displays powerful drive with very good reach with very good overall firmness.
4:

Hundmeister Ice on Fire
PEPE VON DER ZEINTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

1 year 10 months. Large, medium strong feminine bitch of overall very good type ad good proportions,
strong feminine head where ideally the masking should be stronger, good length of neck, good
withers, very good top and underline, the croup could be a little longer and better angled, well laid
upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation where ideally the lower thigh should not become any
deeper, good fore and very good underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, steps
close going, hocks could be a little firmer, elbows could be a little tighter, during movement displays

powerful drive with very good reach with overall very good firmness.
5:

Brojan Walk on the Wild Side

Very Good
BROJAN PISCHA

CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

1 year 5 months. Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of good proportions and overall very
good type, good feminine head which could ideally be broader viewed from the front and the planes
could be more balanced, good withers, very good topline and underline, the croup could be a little
longer and better angled, well angled but slightly short upper arm with pronounced hindquarter
angulation with good fore and very good underchest development for her age, shown slightly out of
coat, stands correct in front, slightly cowhocked going, elbows could be tighter, during movement
displays very good drive and good reach where the pasterns could be a little firmer.
6:

Unfehlbar Zanti

Very Good
AMBERG YESSICA (IMP AUS)

AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON

1 year 4 months. Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of good substance and very good
type, strong feminine head where the underjaw should be stronger with a good dark mask, the neck
could be longer, good withers, very good topline where the croup should be longer and better angled,
well laid but short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh, lower thigh should not
become any longer, good fore and underchest development where as she gets older she would not
want to become any deeper, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows need to tighten, during
movement displays very good drive and good reach where she should remain a little firmer overall.
7:

Schicksal By God I'm Gorgeous

Very Good
SCHICKSAL ANGEL-ON FIRE

URY VOM ZISAWINKEL (IMP GER TO AUS)

1 year 2 months. Standing on the upper limit of size, medium strong bitch shown a little out of coat,
strong feminine head where the planes could be more balanced, ears are a little large and a little low
set, level withers, firm clean topline, croup could be longer and better angled, well angled but short
upper arm with good hindquarter angulation where the upper thigh is longer than the lower thigh,
good fore and slightly short underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, shows good
sequence of steps coming and going where both hocks and elbows could be tighter, during
movement displays good drive and reach where she falls on the forehand.

Intermediate Bitch
1:

Booty Call of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

2 years 11 months. Large, medium strong, feminine expressive female of very good type and
proportions, strong feminine head, very good expression, dark masking and good eye colour, good
length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline, good croup, well angled upper arm, very good hind
angulation, good breadth of thigh, good fore and very good underchest development for her age,
stands correct in front, show in very good firm condition, steps close going, correct coming, during
movement display powerful drive with very good reach maintaining very good overall firmness, shown
in very good condition.
2:

Bodecka All Fired Up
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
BODECKA XRATED

2 years 8 months. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of very good proportions and very good type,
strong feminine head where ideally the eye could be a little darker, good dark mask, good length of
neck, high withers, firm straight back, the croup is quite well laid but could be a fraction longer, well
angled upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of thigh, good fore and
very good underchest development for her age, presented in very good condition, standing correct in
front, steps correct going hocks could be tighter and so could the elbows, during movement displays
very powerful drive with very good reach with overall very good firmness, ideally the tail could be set a
little lower and not with so much of a hook.
3:

LaRycia Its Meant To Be
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Excellent
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

2 years 2 months. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of good construction and very good type,
well formed strong feminine head, good dark masking where ideally the masking could be a little
darker, good length of neck, good withers, firm clean topline, croup is quite well laid but could be
longer, well angled upper arm with very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh, good

forechest development where ideally the underchest could still be longer, stands correct in front, steps
close going, elbows could be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and good reach
which could be more pronounced.
4:

Aktahund All Taken

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

CH OAKWAY QUIZ MASTER

2 years 6 months. Well above medium size, medium strong feminine bitch of overall very good type
and proportions, good feminine head which ideally should be a little bit broader in the skull and the
planes could be a little bit more balanced, good length of neck, high withers, firm straight back, croup
is quite well laid but could be longer, well laid upper arm which could be longer, very good hindquarter
angulation where the lower thigh should not be any longer, good fore and very good underchest
development for her age, stands correct in front, steps slightly cowhocked behind, elbows and hocks
could be firmer, during movement displays very good drive and good reach where ideally the wither
could be a little higher.
5:

Sonnenschein Envy Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

2 years 11 months. Standing on the upper limit of size, medium strong, feminine bitch of overall very
good type, strong feminine head with good eye colour and dark mask, ideally the neck could be a little
longer, good withers, firm straight back, the croup is well laid but could be a little longer, well angled
but slightly short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh, good
forechest development where ideally the underchest could be a little longer, stands correct in front,
steps close going, elbows should be tighter, during movement displays very good drive with very good
reach with good overall firmness.
6:

Sundaneka Viva la Vida (Imp Aus)
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELL

2 years 8 months. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of overall very good type, strong feminine
head with good eye colour and dark mask, ideally the neck could be a little longer, good withers, firm
straight back, the croup is well laid but could be a little longer, well angled but slightly short upper arm,
very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh, good forechest development where
ideally the underchest could be a little longer, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows should
be tighter, her gold could be a little stronger coloured, during movement displays very good drive with
good reach.
7:

LaRycia Its Complicated
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

2 years 2 months. Just above medium size, medium strong bitch of good substance and very good
type, good feminine head where the underjaw could be stronger and the planes a little more
balanced, good withers, firm straight back, croup could be a little longer and better angled, well laid
upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh, good forechest and ideally
the underchest could be a little longer, stands correct in front, steps close going, hocks could be
firmer and elbows tighter, during movement displays good drive and reach maintaining good overall
firmness.
8:

Sonnenschein Empress Pam
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

2 years 10 months. Standing on the upper limit of size, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of very
good type, very good strong feminine head with good eye colour and masking, ideally her neck should
be a little longer, good withers, firm straight back, croup could be longer and better angled and the
tail is set a little high, well angled but short upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation with good
breadth of thigh, good fore and very good underchest development for her age, stands correct in
front, shows good sequence of steps coming and going where hocks and elbows could be a little
tighter, during movement displays good drive and reach, should overall be more powerful, shown out
of coat.

New Zealand Bred Bitch
1:

Acarya Quick Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

4 years 8 months. Standing on the upper limit of size, strong feminine substantial bitch of very good

type and construction, strong feminine head, good expression, good eye colour and masking, good
length of neck, high withers, firm straight back, croup could be a little longer and better angled, well
angled but short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation, very good breadth of thigh, good fore
and very good underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, close going, elbows could
be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and good reach where she could show a little
more power
2:

Aktahund Kerfuffle
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

5 years 3 months. Above medium size, strong substantial feminine bitch of very good type and
proportions, strong feminine head with good breadth of skull, good dark masking and good eye
colour, good length of neck into a high wither, firm straight back, croup could be just a little longer,
well angled upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh, good fore and
very good underchest development for her age, shown a little bit out of coat, stands correct in front,
has a good sequence of steps coming and going where the elbows could be tighter, during movement
displays very good drive and reach maintaining very good overall firmness.
3:

Aktahund Take A Moment
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

3 years 8 months. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of overall very good construction and type,
well formed strong feminine head with good eye colour and good dark mask, good length of neck,
high wither, firm clean topline where the croup could be a little longer and better angled, well angled
but slightly short upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest
development for her age, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows could be tighter and the
hocks firmer, during movement displays powerful drive with very good reach and very good overall
firmness.
4:

Zetland Madam Mya
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Very Good
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

5 years 10 months. Above medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of overall very good
type, well formed feminine head with a good dark mask, good withers, firm clean topline, croup is
quite well laid but could be a little longer, well angled but short upper arm with very good hindquarter
angulation, good forechest development where the underchest could be longer, stands correct in
front, shows a good sequence of steps where the elbows could be firmer, during movement displays
very good drive and good reach with good overall firmness.
5:

Klausenburg G-Know-Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
KLAUSENBURG DAWN-RAIDER

2 years 7 months. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of good substance and very good type,
strong feminine head where the stop should be more pronounced and the planes more balanced,
ideally her neck could be longer, good withers, firm clean topline, the croup could be a little longer,
well angled but short upper arm with very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest
development for her age, stands correct in front, shows a good sequence of steps coming and going
where the elbows could be tighter, during movement displays good reach and drive which overall
could be more powerful and her back could remain firmer.

Open Bitch
1:

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

4 year 8 months. Large, strong, feminine, slightly stretched bitch of very good type and very good
proportions presented in very good coat condition, strong feminine head with very good expression
and eye colour, good length of neck into high withers, firm straight back, the croup is quite well laid
but could be a fraction longer, well laid but slightly short upper arm with very good hindquarter
angulation where the lower thigh ideally should not be any longer, very good fore and underchest
development for her age, stands correct in front, steps close going, elbows need to be tighter, during
movement shows powerful drive and very good reach with overall very good firmness.
2:

Aktahund Keep Takin All
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

5 years 3 months. Large, strong, grey sable female of very good type and good proportions, strong
feminine head, good masking and eye colour, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline,

croup is quite well laid but could be a fraction longer, well laid upper arm with very good hindquarter
angulation, good breadth of thigh, good fore and very good underchest for her age, stands correct in
front, ideally the lower thigh should not be any longer, steps correct going, elbows could be firmer and
the hocks tighter, during movement displays very good drive and good reach maintaining very good
overall firmness.
3:

Sonnenschein Dequila
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Excellent
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM

4 years 1 month. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of still very good type, strong feminine
head with a slight Roman nose, the planes of the skull could be more balanced, good length of neck,
good withers, firm straight back, croup could be a little longer and better angled, well laid but short
upper arm with very good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh with good fore and underchest
development for her age, stands correct in front, steps close going, hocks could be firmer and elbows
could be tighter, during movement displays good drive and reach which could overall be more
pronounced.
4:

Romariss Galaxy-Storm
ABBARON NICKELBACK

Excellent
OAKWAY BLUE-MOON

3 years 3 months. Standing on the upper limit of size, medium strong, very good proportions and type,
strong feminine head, very good expression and eye colour, good length of neck, high withers, firm
clean topline, croup could be a little longer and better angled, well laid but slightly short upper arm
with very good hind angulation, good breadth of thigh, very good fore and slightly short underchest
development for her age, presented in very good condition, standing correct in front, has a good
sequence of steps both coming and going where the elbows could be tighter, during movement she
displays very good drive and good reach where the pasterns could be firmer.
5:

Zetland Nikita
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

3 years 8 months. Large, medium strong, feminine, slightly stretched female of very good type, strong
feminine head, good eye colour, good masking, good length of neck, high withers, firm clean topline,
croup could be a little longer and better angled, well laid but short upper arm with very good
hindquarter angulation with good fore and underchest development for her age, ideally she should
have more black colour, stands correct in front, elbows should be tighter, during movement displays
very good drive and good reach with overall good firmness.
Best Dog
Boldova of Taimana
Reserve Dog
Brojan Ultimately Elvis
Best Bitch
Booty Call of Taimana
Reserve Bitch
Ch Acarya Quick-Fire
Best Of Breed
Booty Call of Taimana
Reserve of Breed
Boldova Call of Taimana
Baby of Breed
LaRycia Kiwi-Dream
Puppy of Breed
Reichund U-Lookin at Me
Junior of Breed
Hundmeister Its All About Me
Intermediate of Breed Booty Call of Taimana
NZ Bred of Breed
Acarya Quick-Fakir
Open of Breed
Romariss Galaxy-Storm
Best in Show
Reserve in Show
Baby in Show
Puppy in Show
Junior in Show
Intermediate in Show
NZ Bred in Show
Open in Show

Booty Call of Taimana
Boldova of Taimana
LaRycia Kiwi-Dream
Reichund U-Lookin at Me
Veneze Ricardo (Imp UK)
Hundmeister Its All About Me
Acarya Quick-Fakir
Booty Call of Taimana

